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Abstract— Drives are basically used to transmit power 

and speed from the prime mover to the machine. The power 

transmission and speed reduction between the prime-mover and 

the driven machine can be achieved by using conventional drives 

like Belt drive, Rope drive, Chain drive, Gears, etc. 

There are many machines and mechanical units that 

under varying circumstances make it desirable to be able to drive 

at a barely perceptible speed, an intermediate speed or a high 

speed. Thus an infinitely variable (step less) speed variation in 

which it is possible to get any desirable speed. Some mechanical, 

hydraulic, drives serve as such step less drives. However the 

torque Vs speed characteristic of these drives do not match 

torque at low speeds. Hence the need of a step less or infinitely 

variable speed drive came into existence. Infinitely variable 

transmission characteristics are typically obtained by utilizing a 

planetary gear set in a split-power transmission configuration. 

The variable planetary configuration is inherently power dense 

and creates a compact, low cost IVT, potentially without the need 

for dual paths. The similar analogy is used and performance is 

evaluated along with experimentation for single ball traction 

drive. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In modern engineering design the power transmission and 

speed reduction between the prime mover and the driven 

machine can be achieved by using the power transmission 

devices like Belt Drives, Chain Drives, Gear Drives. 

With the increasing concerns in the impact of automotive 

emissions of CO2 and NOX on the biosphere combined with 

today’s shortages on oil crude supply and increase of fuel cost, 

the need to find solutions reducing the fuel consumption and 

emission of tomorrow’s cars is more than ever present. 

Research and development activities in the torque controlled 

full toroidal variator are strategically oriented toward these 

requirements of the society. Hence, understanding of its 

control concept in comparison with the conventional pulley-

belt and half-toroidal CVTs is necessary for further 

development of the technology and improvement of its 

performance. 

In principle, CVTs are ideal transmissions as they perform 

a continuous, step-less change of the speed ratio. This enables 

the optimization of the engine operation, while ensuring a 

comfortable driving experience and a high dynamic 

performance of the vehicle. A CVT can be regarded as a 

system dedicated to converting the torque delivered by the 

engine to the wheels. Conversely, it can be seen as an actuator 

applying a load to the engine [10]. 

Infinitely variable transmission system employs a method 

of transferring rotational mechanical energy in traction drive 

comprising: obtaining a shaft having a shaft traction surface; 

obtaining rollers having inner roller traction surfaces and outer 

roller traction surfaces; mounting the rollers in carriers so that 

the outer roller traction surfaces of the rollers are disposed to 

rotationally mate with the shaft traction surface; placing 

traction rings on opposite sides of the rollers so that traction 

ring traction surfaces of the traction rings mate with the inner 

rollers traction surfaces of the rollers; forcing the traction 

rings mate with the inner roller traction surfaces of the rollers; 

forcing the traction rings together to create a force against the 

inner roller traction surfaces of the rollers and the traction ring 

traction surfaces of the traction rings that transfers the carriers 

to flex and force the outer roller traction surfaces the roller 

against the shaft traction surface to create the pressure on a 

shaft traction interface that increases friction in the shaft 

traction interface to transfer the rotational mechanical energy 

between the shaft and the rollers [13]. 

There are many machines and mechanical units that under 

varying circumstances make it desirable to be able to drive at 

a barely perceptible speed, an intermediate speed or a high 

speed. Thus an infinitely variable (step less) speed variation in 

which it is possible to get any desirable speed. Some 

mechanical, hydraulic, drives serve as such step less drives. 

However the torque Vs speed characteristics of these drives do 

not match torque at low speeds. From Figure 1, the major 

components of the drive are steel ball (1) positioned between 

two axially displaced hollow cone discs (2 & 3) and acts as a 

power transmission element. When the load is applied, the 

transmission ball is pulled into a triangle formed by the two 

hollow cone disks by an amount equal to the elastic 

deformation of the parts under load. Thus the contact pressure 

is directly proportional to the output torque. Torque-dependent  
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FIGURE I. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF SINGLE BALL TRACTION DRIVE 

pressure devices are unnecessary. Clockwise or 

counterclockwise rotation is permissible .The output speed of 

the drive is infinitely variable and is achieved by adjusting the 

position of the steel ball b rotating the speed-setting spindle 

knob (4). Speed setting is permissible both at rest and in 

motion. In the upper adjustment position ratio of 3:1 reduction  

is created between input and output shaft. In the lower 

adjustment position the ratio is 1:3. The total speed range 

covered is 9:1. For a speed range of 6:1, higher input horse 

power is possible since the output horse power is determined 

by the lower output speed. The movement of the transmission 

ball is positively controlled when adjusting for high or low 

speeds. When adjusting to the lower speeds, the transmission 

ball takes up a position against the speed setting spindle 

because of its tendency to move toward the middle of the 

higher cones. Power must be transmitted through the unit only 

in the direction shown by the arrow on the outer housing. In 

the case of very low input speeds, a minimum amount of load 

must be applied at the output shaft to achieve the desired 

output speed. The drive may be used in any, mounting 

position and can be made hermetically sealed. The test rig 

required for the Analysis of Performance characteristics can 

be tentatively constructed as shown in Figure 2. The drive is a 

constant horse power device, but can be used as a constant 

torque at maximum output speeds over the entire adjustment 

range. Standard speed ratios are 6:1 or 9:1 and the output 

speeds can be up to 5400 rpm. The drive is 85 % efficient with 

Speed accuracy of ±1% of the output speed at constant load. 

Speed adjustment is permissible at rest or while running. The 

unit can be run in either direction of rotation. The input and 

output are offset but parallel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2.TEST RIG FOR ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

There are many machines and mechanical units that under 

varying circumstances make it desirable to be able to drive at 

a barely perceptible speed, an intermediate speed or a high 

speed. Thus an infinitely variable (step less) speed variation in 

which it is possible to get any desirable speed. Some 

mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic drives serve as such step 

less drives. However the torque Vs speed characteristic of 

these drives does not match torque at low speeds. Hence the 

need of a step less or infinitely variable speed drive with 

following characteristic: 

 Step less or infinitely varying speed. 

 Wide range of speed variation i.e. (Nmax - Nmin). 

 Shifting from one speed to another should be shock less. 

 Minimum number of controls for speed changing.  

 Ease of operation.  

II. KINEMATICS OF SPHERICAL CVT 

The traction contacts occur at points 1 and 2 between the 

Input Disk and the Ball, and the Output Disk and Ball, 

respectively. Referring to Figure 3 ratio is controlled by 

translation of the idler (Sv component) which, via a cam–

follower mechanism, changes the ball rotation axis angle, γ. 

As γ changes, ri and ro sweep through symmetric ranges 

which dictates the variator ratio. Ratio control is inherently 

stable because the ratio is independent of loads at the traction 

contacts. A stable ratio can be maintained by simple position 

control of γ.  

The geometric variables of the spherical variator are 

illustrated in Figure 3. Note that the kinematic diagram in 

Figure 3 shows a fixed ratio planetary gearset as well, as 

denoted by the subscript ―g‖ for gear on its variables. This 

planetary is shown so that notation for it in a manner that is 

differentiated from the similar notation for the variable 

planetary can be introduced. The connections shown between 

the fixed planetary and the variable planetary are for 

illustration purposes only. The convention presented also 

differentiates between radial dimensions, which are lowercase 

(ri for example), and notation that refers to physical parts, 

which is uppercase (Ri is the input disk, for example) [1].  

FIGURE 3.SPHERICAL VARIATOR NOMENCLATURE 

Ri – Input disk 

Ro  –  Output Disk 
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Cv  –  Cage/Carrier (―v‖ denotes Variable) 

Sv  –  Variable sun/idler  

γ  –  Ball tilt angle from horizontal. CCW is 

  positive 

α1  –  Contact angle from vertical 

ro –  Perpendicular radius from ball axle to output  

  contact 

ri  –  Perpendicular radius from ball axle to input 

contact 

rc  –  Carrier theoretical radius (i.e., to ball center) 

rt  –  Radius of traction from centerline of 

transmission to contact patch 

rb  –  Ball radius 

rs  –  Sun/Idler radius 

rp  –  Perpendicular radius from ball axle to Sv 

ball contact 

From Figure 3, 

ro  =  rb*sin(90 – α1 – γ)      

ri  =  rb*sin(90 – α1 + γ)            

rp  =  rb *sin(90 – γ)    

To determine component speeds in a spherical CVT, the 

relative speed equation commonly used to describe speed in a 

conventional planetary can be used if such losses as creep and 

spin are neglected for simplicity. In short, the CVT can be 

treated as two variables planetaries that share a common 

carrier and sun. Equations 1 & 2 express the speed of Input 

Disk (Ri), Output Disk (Ro), and Sv relative to Cv. The terms 

P1 and P2 are train ratios for the Input Disk and the Output 

Disk. Equations 1 & 2 are a set of two simultaneous equations 

that can be solved for two unknowns in terms of two knowns. 

This indicates that for the CVT device to be fully constrained, 

the speed of two members must be specified. These equations 

remain constant for all power paths and assume an 

insignificant amount of creep. 

 (1)  

  (2) 

Each traction contact is supposed to have corresponding 

planet. These planets have variable diameters. spherical CVT 

is kinematically identical to a fixed ratio planetary geartrain, 

with variable train ratios. The variability of a train ratio has 

numerous implications. Note also the convention of ―Input 

side‖ and ―Output side‖ in this diagram. 

The planetary analogy opens a number of options for using 

the spherical CVT to sum, divide, and route power from one 

or more input sources to one or more output sources. Some 

examples of where this might find application are: 

1. Hybrid vehicles, where the Fallbrook device’s ability to 

easily accept multiple inputs could replace the fixed ratio 

planetary in the Toyota hybrid system, for one example of 

many possible. 

2. Power Take-Off (PTO) applications, where the main vehicle 

drive can be extracted through the variable output, while the 

PTO comes off of a fixed speed ratio output. This allows 

variable vehicle speed while maintaining a constant engine 

power. 

3. Infinitely Variable Transmission (IVT) configurations with 

a powered zero capability and seamless transition from 

forward to reverse. 

4. Wind turbines and other applications requiring a very large 

ratio change can be accommodated using one of the 

―infinity‖ modes that are possible. Real speed ratios have 

real limitations, as might be expected, but very large ratio 

changes are not outside the realm of possibility. 

The analogy and mathematical modeling can be referred to 

convert the multiple ball traction drive into single ball traction 

drive for step-less transmission of power. In single ball 

traction drive relation between input and output speed is the 

function of portion of ball that comes in contact with the input 

disk is considered as basic equation.  

 

III. EXPERIMENTATION 

After assembly of traction drive testing and 

experimentation has been carried out. Working trials of test rig 

to check working as per requirement of industry specification. 

 

FIGURE 4.ACTUAL TEST RIG 

The Figure 4 shows the layout of experimental set up (Test 

Rig) which is used for testing purpose. Layout consist of 

motor pulley, reduction pulley input shaft, bearing housing 

and ball traction drive assembly. Power given from motor to 

pulley, pulley is attached to motor shaft and connected to 

reduction pulley by belt drive. Reduction pulley connected to 

input shaft. In-between input shaft and output shaft single ball 

traction drive is connected.  

 

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

Performance testing of this Single ball traction drive 

Consists of: 

 

1. Test & Trial on Drive using Test trig. 

2. Plot Performance Characteristic Curves ; 

a. Torque Vs Speed 

b. Power Vs Speed 

c. Efficiency Vs Speed 
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Testing procedure: 

1. Start the motor. 

2. Set motor at operating speed of 4000 rpm. 

3. Measure the speed of input pulley using Optical 

Tachometer. 

4. Using rope brake arrangement, measure the output pulley 

speed when 200gm load is applied. 

5. Add the weight gradually by 200gm to1200gm and measure 

the output pully speed at each applied load using Optical 

Tachometer. 

6. Calculate the input power and output power at each applied 

load. 

7. Plot the graph for Torque Vs Speed, Power Vs Speed, and 

Efficiency Vs Speed. 

8. Do the same procedure, for different position of knob at 

various speed conditions. 

 

Formulae: 

Torque,  

T = w x r 

= mg x r (N-m) 

Where, 

w = Weight 

r = Radius of small pulley 

Power, 

P  =  (2 π N T ) / 60 (Watt) 

Where, 

N =  Speed (RPM) 

T  = Torque (N-m) 

Efficiency, 

η  =  Output Power /Input Power 

=  P1 /P 

P1 = Output Power 

P  = Input Power 

For Better Result carry out testing considering Two Speed 

Condition low speed and high speed. 

 Testing at speed of 332.5 rpm (Low Speed): 

Table 1 shows the Average speed with corresponding values 

of Torque, Power and Efficiency  

TABLE I.  PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AT LOW SPEEDS 

Sr.No. 
Average 

Speed  
Torque  Power  Efficiency 

1 322.5 0.049 1.656 3.3 

2 309 0.0981 3.174 6.4 

3 301 0.1471 4.638 9.3 

4 275.9 0.1962 3.742 11.59 

5 251.5 0.2452 6.497 13.11 

6 235.5 0.2493 7.273 14.68 

 

Graph 1 shows that as speed increases torque decreases. 

Graph 2 shows that as speed increases power decreases. Graph 

3shows that as speed increases efficiency decreases. 

 Testing at high speed of 1751.5 rpm (High Speed): 

Table 2 shows the Average speed with corresponding values 

of Torque, Power and Efficiency  

TABLE II.  PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AT HIGH SPEEDS 

Sr.No. 
Average 

Speed  
Torque  Power  Efficiency 

1 1751.5 0.04905 8.996 20.83 

2 1668 0.0981 17.135 39.84 

3 1572 0.01472 24.223 56.33 

4 1312.5 0.1962 26.966 62.7 

5 1110 0.24525 28.507 66.28 

6 1050 0.2493 32.36 75.26 

Graph 4 represents that at low speed torque is high and as 

speed increases torque decreases. Graph 5 shows that the low 

speed power is increases with decrease in speed which is 

inversely varies with speed. Speed range of 1100 rpm to 1600 

rpm it slowly decreases and after that as speed increases 

power decreases suddenly. Graph 6 shows that at low speed 

efficiency is high and as speed increases efficiency decreases, 

which is inversely varies with speed from speed range of 1100 

rpm to 1550 rpm it slowly decreases and after that as speed 

increases efficiency decreases suddenly. 

 

GRAPH 1: TORQUE VS SPEED CHARACTERISTIC 

 

 

GRAPH 2: POWER VS SPEED CHARACTERISTICS 
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GRAPH 3: EFFICIENCY VS SPEED CHARACTERISTICS 

 

GRAPH 4: TORQUE VS SPEED CHARACTERISTICS 

 

GRAPH 5: POWER VS SPEED CHARACTERISTICS 

 

GRAPH 6: EFFICIENCY VS SPEED CHARACTERISTICS 

V. CONCLUSION 

 Power transmission system is very important in industrial 

application. To carry out various production works at 

various speed, we require the stepless, shockless speed 

variation. Therefore it is necessary to design and develop 

the power transmission system in compact size, most 

efficient with minimum cost. 

 From testing result conclude that the drive is nearly 75% 

efficient at high speed. Using single ball traction drives, 

stepless and varying speed can be possible. 

 Single ball traction drive is also used in running condition 

that’s why it is comfortable to vary the speed during the 

work. No any shock and jerk during speed changing so 

continues production possible.  

 Speed reduction from 5:1 easily possible. Speed ratio 1:4 

possible. No any gear shifting or shifting belt from one 

pulley  to another required while changing speed all speed 

change possible by only changing position of knob i.e. 

rotating knob in clockwise and anticlockwise direction. 

 From Graphs shows that the low speed Power, Torque 

Efficiency increases and decrease as speed increases which 

is inversely varies with speed. 
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